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A: Thank You for attention. The new version of this driver is ready. This is a great effect for a 1st time. I do not see any 'dead' spots at all, it's still clear on all of the parts. The smoke has a nice blue glow which makes the color of the lava stand out nicely. It's a great make and very easy to do.
Excellent staining, and a cool effect. I like the intensity of the black stain, and how it just bleeds into the white. And the smoke, I'm not one of those who likes both pieces of art showing entirely smoke, but I do understand that sometimes it's necessary. This is a well-done staining piece. The depth
of the stain in the deeper spots was excellent. The lightening you did to illuminate the volcanic action is nice - perhaps a tad too much, but you did it very well. The smoke makes sense as it filters in and out - it's a very good effect. Nice staining! It really brings out the red of the hot lava, making it
look like it's burning hot. The smoke is also a good effect, although I don't like the colored particles. Other than that, it's a really nice piece of work! TUESDAY TRIVIA QUIZ: Who is the Lord Mayor of London? Tuesdays: 1p E.g.... Member Thank you for my "lesson" on staining. I am a newbie stainer

and used the smoke (s_c_o_m_o) for my first time and I really liked the result! It was so easy and gave me a good start with my staining. Thanks again! http
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How can I solve this? A: The problem is the space character (or dot) at the end of the system registry key's value. How to check if the space is the problem? Go to regedit, find the system registry key (e.g. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Windows) and search for "Key", select the
entry you want to check and in the Edit menu go to Options... (right mouse click), then under the "Show files of type" list select "Reg_Val". You can also search for Key under the menu options "View..." and "Search...", just be sure you search in the 64-bit registry key. Source: Microsoft How to fix it?

Remove the space from the end of the registry key, e.g.: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Windows\Microsoft\Office\12.0\Common\Accessibility\Accessibility Update (2019-08-22) Microsoft's provided guidance and instructions on how to "fix" this problem no longer work. The
method they give still works but requires administration rights. It works by creating a folder at the following location: %LOCALAPPDATA%\Microsoft\Office\16.0\Common\Accessibility I tested this and it seems to work, but I'm not 100% sure. Please leave a comment if you can confirm whether this

still works. Update (2018-11-17) Microsoft's provided guidance and instructions on how to "fix" this problem no longer work. Instead, the registry key must be edited. Instructions below are for Windows 8, Windows 7, and Windows 10. Windows 8, Windows 7, and Windows 10 provide slightly
different locations where the registry keys are saved but should still be in the same location. You can't delete the registry keys from your hard drive because they are kept by your operating system. How to edit it: Open regedit from the Start menu. Search for the registry key:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Office\16.0\Common\Accessibility For Windows 8, the registry key is located at: %LOCALAPPDATA%\Microsoft\Office\16.0\Common d0c515b9f4
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A: You have to use the "&" symbol "&BBS"=>sub("&BBS","bbs",$str), or "&BBS"=>sub("&BBS","bbs",$str), to remove all the special characters and quotes. Then you can just append it with a space to combine the two strings together like this: $str.$sub("&BBS","bbs",$str). Try it: $str = 'SMS/ sms
like this ;) "&BBS"=>sub("&BBS","bbs",$str), $sub("&BBS","bbs",$str) = sms like this ;) " $str.$sub("&BBS","bbs",$str) sms like this ;) " By the way, I highly recommend using this: $str = preg_replace("/[' \r\t\\`*()]/","",$str); to remove all the special characters in your strings. If that doesn't work,
use these: $str = preg_replace("/[ \r\t`*()]/","",$str); $str = str_replace("&", " ", $str); Q: Function to draw a polyline from a set of randomly generated coordinates in Matlab I have a vector of coordinate pairs where the first element in each pair is the x coordinate and the second element is the y
coordinate. I want to be able to run a line through each of these points and then update the line whenever the point is moved. Is there an efficient way of doing this? I have tried to use the findobj function but found that it is slow with too many lines. A: You can use the plot function to draw lines,

it's easy and fast. Make sure you delete your existing lines first. You can get a handle to the line with the handle function and change its properties. figure('name', 'Test'); plot(rand(50,1), rand(50,1), 'ro', 'linestyle', 'none'); hLines = gca; hLines(1).Position = [0 0;.6.6]; hLines
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